
Response to Referee and Associate Editor 
 

Deep-seated gravitational slope deformation scaling on Mars and Earth: same fate for 
different initial conditions 

By Olga Kromuszczyńska et al. 
 

 
The response below mainly addresses issues raised by the Referee. The section "General comments", 
however, raises a point that has been also addressed by the Associate Editor, and can be viewed as 
an answer to the Associate Editor as well. 
 

 
Note 
This is a review of the second, revised version of the manuscript. The original version has been 
reviewed by two anonymous referees (https://dio.org/10.5194/esurf-2018-27-RC1 and 
https://dio.org/10.5194/esurf-2018-27-RC2), and I have seen their comments and a detailed, point-
to-point response letter by the authors. I have not seen the original version of the manuscript as it 
was first submitted. 
 

Overview 
The authors describe morphometrically two cases of Deep-Seated Gravitational Slope Deformation 
(DSGSD), one in the Tatra mountains (Earth), and one in the Valles Marineris (Mars). The former is 
known to be a result of post-glacial destabilization by slope-debuttressing after removal of glacial ice, 
a well-known mechanism which is also thought to be responsible for the latter. Morphologically, 
DSGSD is characterized by normal faulting which produces uphill-facing scarps, ridge-top splitting, 
and summital valleys. The authors performed measurements of scarp offsets along topographic 
profiles oriented normal to the fault strike, i.e. parallel to the extension. The total height (H) and 
width or length (L) of the DSGSD-affected ridges was also measured, and their ratio R (i.e. H/L) 
determined. The authors find that the R value is similar for the two investigated cases of DSGSD and 
propose that the R value may be considered a measure for “maturity” of the process, i.e. that 
DSGSD-affected ridges will assume a given R value (~0.24) when DSGSD has ended. This proposal is 
based on the assumption that DSGSD is not active anymore at the investigated ridges on Earth and 
Mars, and that the horizontal and vertical deformation was proportionally different, i.e. the original 
ridge geometry was different.  
 

General comments 
The manuscript has already been revised according to critical comments by two reviewers, and it is in 
good technical shape. The language is clear, the illustrations are well prepared and legible, figure 
captions contain the necessary information, and referencing is up-to-date. Overall, the topic should 
be of interest to readers of Earth Surface Dynamics. As such, the manuscript might be considered for 
publication. However, I share one of the main concerns of the second reviewer of the original version 
(https://dio.org/10.5194/esurf-2018-27-RC2), and I am not fully convinced be the author’s response. 
This concern is about the essential take-home message of the manuscript (if it is stripped to its 
bones), i.e. the proposed use of the R value as a measure of slope maturity of ridges that are subject 
to DSGSD. Only two study sites are investigated, and I would concur with the previous reviewer #2 
that (many) more such sites, especially on Earth but also on Mars, should be investigated before such 
a conclusion can be made. The response by the authors to this concern is basically only some 
rewording, but they did not analyze more study sites. In the opinion of this reviewer, it is completely 



unclear if the similar R-values in the Tatra mountains and in Valles Marineris are only a coincidence, 
or if they are indeed an indication of the final state of DSGSD-affected topographic ridges. Only more 
data could help, and I would strongly recommend that the authors collect such data to support (or 
reject) their weakly based hypothesis. 
 
We agree that more data would strengthen our results, and this is apparent from the conclusion that 
with this dataset we do not intend to draw general conclusion: 
 

Individual fault displacements across DSGSD scarps in the Tatra Mountains are similar to 
fault displacement in most DSGSD 15 sites on Earth (see references in the Supplementary 
Table 1 of Mège and Bourgeois, 2011), suggesting that this conclusion may be 
extrapolated to other regions. Nevertheless, similar analyses need to be conducted in 
other ridges affected by DSGSD, formed in post-glacial as well as non-postglacial 
conditions, both inactive and active, before general conclusions can be drawn.  

 
We thank the Associate Editor to acknowledge this point: 

"We do note your response that it is a provisional finding that needs to be tested" 

but will argue that the following statement: 

"However, we contend that the ‘testing’ is within the scope of this manuscript and is 
required in order for it to be accepted for publication." 

 may not be shared by us for several reasons. 

First, the terrestrial examples are actually two In the current manuscript, the lower and upper Tatras 
being distinct structural and geomorphologic ensembles. 

A major constraint for testing is the availability of adapted topography data, i.e., having a vertical 
precision better than 1 m. This precision is higher than the precision offered by conventional 
topographic maps, and far higher than more recent datasets obtained in satellite missions such as 
SRTM and ASTER. In the absence of DSGSD profiling surveys through the entire slope of ridges  by other 
authors, as far as we know, the only way to obtain relevant additional data would consist in building a 
new project targeting another terrestrial analogue in another mountain belt (including funds for field 
expenses, and manpower for several months to analyse data (three of the co-authors of this 
manuscript have left academia, including the first author since manuscript submission). 

We realise that Referee 2 may not have fully appreciated the amount of work having made this 
manuscript possible, estimating that "the scientific content is limited to a few topographic 
measurements". We guess that this statement has heavily influenced the request for adding additional 
data from other mountain areas. Each ridge profile corresponds to thousands of measurements with 
a vertical precision of 40 cm; perhaps the feeling that the number of measurements is small is coming 
from that this precision is not given as elevation points with 20 cm of errors on both vertical sides, the 
instrument is configured in such a wat that a new value is recorded each time the sensor has vertically 
moved by 40 cm. For instance, the number of elevation measurements at Site 6 is 7064 (see the 
measurement density on the first figure below). 

Not only is the number of measurements high, but the technology used for these measurements is 
novel in earth sciences, as explained in Kromuszczyńska et al. (2016). The Wide Area Differential GPS 
technology, which is for instance routinely used during aircraft landing, had never been used in earth 
sciences to our knowledge, which made necessary a full protocol of evaluation, data analysis, and 
validation using data obtained during the same two field seasons as the data used in the work behind 
this manuscript. As indicated in Kromuszczyńska et al. (2016), the reason why the WADGPS technology 
has been used is that it allows to obtain a vertical precision (depending on the atmospheric conditions) 
which is enough for many geomorphological analyses, with little volume and weight to carry, and 



without the need to proceed to very long-lasted measurements at fixed stations. Data can be in theory 
obtained during a walk, a complicating factor being the state of the atmosphere. Atmospheric 
corrections are performed in real time, but atmospheric instability is less well corrected than when the 
atmospheric pressure is stable between the GPS satellites and the receiver. Due to the number of data 
as well as the variable atmospheric corrections, then to additional corrections such as for transforming 
irregular paths (due to e.g. shrubs on the way) to profiles perpendicular to fault scarps, each profile 
represents a fair amount of work. The work behind this paper is far from having a walk and withdrawing 
data to an excel file.  

Due to the amount of work behind this manuscript, the authors feel that requesting insertion of new 
work and testing would be as if, for instance, the authors of a study of deltaic processes on Mars with 
a field-based comparison with the Mississippi delta, would be requested at the revision stage to 
perform additional field work in the Nile or Ganges delta to check that the conclusions reached using 
the Mississippi also applies to other deltas. In the present manuscript, the Tatra Mountains study 
already is the outcome of two field work seasons and several tens of thousands of measurements. In 
summary, the data we are presenting here cover a huge piece of work and are scientifically strong; the 
quantity of data and work behind does justify, in our opinion, a full paper. Confirmation by additional 
field campaigning will be the most welcome to broaden the conclusions made here, but is not 
mandatory to support the article conclusions. 

On Mars, only CTX and HiRISE DTMs can provide the appropriate vertical resolution. However, there is 
no HiRISE stereo coverage adapted to the study of DSGSD transects across ridges, and only a small 
number of CTX images (the acquisition of which has not been specifically designed for 
stereophotogrammetry) can be used for stereo in these areas, most of which (and all those where 
DSGSD is well geomorphologically characterised) are studied in the manuscript. There is little potential 
of improvement with the orbital data of today; this has just been checked using the newest CTX image 
database available today. HiRISE stereo images can be requested for acquisition through HiWish; but 
Valles Marineris is the busiest place on Mars for HiRISE image acquisition. Stereoscopic coverage 
additionally requests specific image acquisition parameters. Each specified geometric parameter 
decreases the likelihood of having the appropriate image obtained in a reasonable time; similarly, the 
obtained HiRISE stereo images would need to cover a full ridge section, meaning a very large number 
of downlinked bits and an increased acquisition time. By experience, should any suitable stereo pair 
be acquired by HiRISE, there is little chance that it would happen before 2 years, probably longer, if 
ever. 

Therefore, we do believe that after taking all the precautions to obtain the best possible 
measurements, both on Earth and Mars, the data that we present are of a quality that justifies the 
conclusions of the manuscript. Study of any further region is undoubtedly desirable, especially aiming 
at broadening our conclusions, but we do not think that this paper is the appropriate place.  

 

Other comments 
Section 1.1: This is certainly interesting information, but most of it (e.g., the compressional bulging, 
the decollements, etc) is not really linked to any later part of the manuscript. I still find (following the 
comment#1 of reviewer #1) that the introduction does not clearly outline the problem and explains 
the author’s approach. Section 1.1 (newly added) is somehow “glued” to the front of the manuscript, 
but does not form a consistent explanation of why all this is relevant for the reader. 
 
With hindsight, we fully agree with this comment and tried to improve this section in the new 
manuscript. The new section 1.1 has been rephrased to provide a better explanation why this work 
has been undertaken, and a long sentence that was suddenly going into details of basal bulging and 
overthrusting, which were of limited use for the remaining of the manuscript, was removed. We have 
kept mention of bulging and overthrusting because it is sometimes a significant component of DSGSD, 



and show how we implicitly deal with this type of deformation (this information was given in the 
conclusion in the former manuscript). Thanks to this new section, the introduction is now better 
connected to the scope of the manuscript. 
 
Page 5, lines 7-8: “DSGSD scarps were studied in the Tatra mountains during two periods of field 
work.” This sentence is out of context here – I suggest moving it to the Data section (2.1). 
 
Moved to the beginning of the Data section. 
 
Page 5, lines 21-24: It is very speculative (and not “likely”) if “liquid water in a melting mountain 
permafrost” ever played a role on Mars, let alone in a specific environment such as Valles Marineris. 
On what observation (or published study) is this notion based? Moreover, permafrost thaws, it does 
not “melt” (this mistake is made very often, mostly when permafrost is confused with ground ice: 
permafrost is defined by temperature only, so it thaws - ice melts). 
 
We acknowledge that demonstration was made that the environmental conditions changed, whereas 
demonstration of changes in the resulting processes has not. The original text: 
 

Development of DSGSD features in Valles Marineris is therefore likely to have proceeded 
in response to a variety of processes recurrently operating over a very long history; both 
short-term processes such as ridge postglacial debuttressing, and long-term evolution 
under the influence of liquid water in a melting mountain permafrost (e.g. Noetzli and 
Gruber, 2009; Huggel et al., 2013). 

 
was changed to: 
 

Development of DSGSD features in Valles Marineris is therefore likely to have proceeded 
under a long succession of contrasted environmental conditions, perhaps resulting in a 
variety of processes operating recurrently, both short-term processes such as ridge 
postglacial debuttressing, and long-term evolution under the influence of liquid water 
in a thawing mountain permafrost (e.g. Noetzli and Gruber, 2009; Huggel et al., 2013). 

 
Page 9, line 3-4: I don’t understand this. Please explain more clearly. 
 
This sentence was indeed confusing in addition to being redundant with the previous explanations. It 
has been removed. 
 
Page 11, line 13: Normal fault dips are assumed to be 60° to 70°, and normal faults are mode II 
fractures, yet here the authors talk about tension fractures (mode I fractures). This seems like a 
contradiction – I suggest the authors clarify the respective role of tension fracturing and shear 
fracturing in DSGSD. 
 
Page 16, line 10: If DGPS is used (page 7, lines 12-13), a higher vertical precision than 40 cm should 
be achievable. It is also unclear how dense the horizontal sampling distance was during field work. 
The profiles in Figure 8b do not really look that great – from visual inspection of the left part of the 
profile at site T2, it seems that measurements were only made every few meters (note the long 
perfectly horizontal section of the profile between distances of ~4 m and ~9 m). 
 
I miss a discussion of the potential implications of DSGSD on the thermal nature of Martian glaciers. 
If DSGSD requires slopes to be oversteepened (so they get unstable after debuttressing by melting or 
sublimating of ice), this implies glacial erosion of slopes. Typically, glacial erosion is effective for 
polythermal or “warm-based” glaciers, while cold-based glaciers are frozen to their beds and do not 



cause significant erosion (but some erosion is also caused by cold-based glaciers). If this 
consideration is correct, the observation of DSGSD on Mars would potentially imply warm-based 
glaciers, a contradiction to most models which predict that glaciers on Mars in most climatic 
scenarios should be cold-based. The authors are encouraged to elaborate on this possibility - 
although it is probably beyond the original scope of this manuscript, it may add some “beef” to it. As 
it is now, the scientific content is limited to a few topographic measurements and a weakly based 
speculation (the use of R). More scientific discussion would add to the value of the manuscript. 
 
We refute the statement that “the scientific content is limited to a few topographic measurements 
and a weakly based speculation (the use of R)”, given that tens of thousands of measurements points 
have been accounted for in total, as discussed at the beginning of this response. The figure below is a 
screenshot of GPS profiles measured along downslope profiles at Site 6, given as an example. The white 
mountain trail at the top of the topographic ridge provides a visual scale; the GPS data points are dense 
enough to define an almost continuous line. Vertical precision, resulting from the WADGPS technique 
described in Kromuszczyńska et al. (2016), is 40 cm, which is why some portions of profiles appear 
perfectly flat over several metres. If terrain topography is not varying by more than 40 cm, the 
recording GPS elevation will stay constant. 
 

 
 
DSGSD does not require slopes to be oversteepened; in the revised Introduction (Section 1.1, second 
paragraph) we stress that ridge core crushing may replace lower ridge deformation, with the 
appropriate references (observation reports and models). In Valles Marineris, whether bulging has 
occurred is difficult to assess due to the widespread debris slopes (as indicated in the same paragraph). 
Therefore, a discussion on whether warm-based glaciers or cold-based glaciers were present would 
not be based on strong grounds. Furthermore, wall oversteepening and erosion  might also be 
expected in case of cold-based glacier to do ice sublimation, but sublimation rate and how it would 
proceed geometrically is not better constrained. Such an interesting discussion would quickly turn to 
a nightmare that would lead to weak conclusions, in addition to – as noted by the Referee – bringing 
us far from the manuscript scope. 
 



Page 21, line 11-12: Is it not possible to determine rather than inferring the initial slopes of Valles 
Marineris walls? Maybe the authors can make some measurements elsewhere in VM, where DSGSD 
has not affected the slopes. 
 
Such areas are not easily found, and actually do not help because slopes without DSGSD are not 
"initial". We explain below that since DSGSD in Valles Marineris is thought to be Upper Hesperian to 
Lower Amazonian, "initial" slopes are expected to have failed; the slopes who have not failed were 
simply too gentle to be unstable.  
 
Areas not affected by DSGSD are not observed around sites M2 and M3 (as well as in most DSGSD sites 
in Valles Marineris not covered by this study due to unavailability of DTM data with sufficient vertical 
precision), where the whole ridge is similarly deformed by DSGSD. At the ridge where Site M1 is 
located, however, the whole ridge has been deformed as well, but much less east of Site M1. In that 
eastern area, only one DSGSD scarp developed (red profile on the figure), and let us use it as a proxy 
for calculation of potentially "initial" slope angles. 
 
The table below gives the averaged slope angles along  two deformed ridge profiles in the western part 
of Site M1, and along a profile measured on the almost undeformed ridge. At Site M1, DSGSD is 
observed on the northern slope, which has the highest values, 21-23°. The slope angles of the 
undeformed ridge are 16 to 19°, which simply shows that these slopes were not steep enough to fail. 
The initial slopes of the failed areas can therefore not be inferred from areas nearby because those 
areas do not display "initial" slopes, instead they show more gentle slopes which did not fail because 
they are stable.  
 
Deformed ridge (Site M1, west)   Almost undeformed ridge 
Northern slope (with DSGSD)  21-23°  Northern slope (with DSGSD)  16° 
Southern slope (without DSGSD) 15-18°  Southern slope (without DSGSD) 19° 
 

 
Themis daytime image mosaic with HRSC DTM contours, vertical spacing 500 m. See explanation 
above. 
 
 
Page 1, lines 27-29: The last sentence of the abstract is largely redundant (cf. lines 21-22) and could 
be deleted. 
 
Deleted 
 
Figure 2: I would appreciate if the compressive bulging (page 2, line 6) is illustrated in Figure 2a. 



 
Added 
 
Figures 8a and 8b: If I understood the text correctly, the term “reconstruction” is not really 
appropriate. The fault traces are just plotted where the slope suggests their position, and the dips 
are actually assumed, not “reconstructed”. 
 
Agreed; replaced by "Determination" 
 
Figure 9: What is the vertical extent of the grey bars? I understand that it represents the range of 
values as given in Table 2 (?). But if this true, why is the range of Dh for site 2(a) from 0.007 to ~0.12 
(estimated from Figure 9a), whereas Table 2 gives values for Dh for site 2(a) of 0.010 (a=60°) and 
0.007 (a=70°)? Is there a typo in the table (0.010 instead of 0.11)? I also can’t see that the values for 
the Tatra sites are between 0.002 to 0.005 – from Figure 9a, I would estimate values between ~0.02 
and ~0.03. Same for Dv: Why is a values for VM (0.056-0.204) larger than the values for the Tatra 
mountains (0.20 – 0.34)? To me, it looks smaller. I may have missed the point in comparing Table 2 
with Figure 9 – any clarification would be helpful. This was already a source of confusion for previous 
reviewer #2, and I strongly recommend to double-check the numbers.  
 
We are grateful to the Referee to point this inconsistency, and would like to apologise for the time 
spent to try to understand the erroneous Figure 9. After checking the original files and calculations, 
Table 2 is correct, the corresponding discussion is correct, but figures 9a and 9b were wrong. Figure 9a 
had wrong numbers reported for Site 2a, and the scale of Figure 9b was erroneously labelled from 0 
to 0.02 instead of 0 to 0.2. The new Figure is now fully consistent with Table 2 and the text. 
 
Page 22, line 5: Laskar et al. (2004) is not an appropriate reference here. 
 
This shortcut was removed:  
 

Fault reactivation may have occurred as a geologic response to the long succession of 
glacial/interglacial cycles expected to have occurred throughout the history of Valles 
Marineris (Laskar et al., 2004; Mège and Bourgeois, 2011; Gourronc et al., 2014). 

 
has been changed to: 
 

Fault reactivation may have occurred as a geologic response to the long succession of 
glacial/interglacial cycles expected to have occurred throughout the history of Mars from 
celestial mechanics (Laskar et al., 2004) and in particular, in Valles Marineris (Mège and 
Bourgeois, 2011; Gourronc et al., 2014). 

 

Formal issues 
 
We thank the Referee for this very careful and helpful manuscript examination. 
 
Page 1, line 19: replace “two orders” by “two orders of magnitude” 
 
Done 
 
Page 1, line 26: “Martian obliquity” 
 
Done 



 
Page 1, lines 25-26: “activity of faults” – does a landform (a fault) have an activity? I would suggest 
writing “activity of the faulting”, because a process (faulting) does have duration of activity.  
 
We do not share the view that a fault is a landform (in contrary to a fault scarp), and rather define it 
as a structural object. "Fault activity" is widely used in active tectonics, i.e. when faulting is connected 
to seismic activity, for many years (e.g. to describe activity of the famous Wasatch fault in Utah, Cluff 
et al., 1975, Tectonophysics 29, 161-168), and is used in the best textbooks, such as Structural Geology 
(H. Fossen, 2010) and The Mechanics of Earthquakes and Faulting (C.H. Scholz, 2002). A short Google 
search today confirms that "activity of the faulting" gives 9 results, 'faulting activity" 7,980, and "fault 
activity" 126,000. 
 
Page 3, line 24: remove blank after DSGSD. 
 
Done 
 
Page 3, lines 24-30: Something is wrong with the sentences here (a period seems to be missing, 
splitting this long text into two or more sentences). Please check and rephrase. 
 
The problem was due to the presence of "where", (previously in line 24) which is now removed. 
 
Page 3, line 31: remove comma after “retreat” 
 
Done 
 
Page 4, line 10: replace “fully similar” by “self-similar” (?). 
 

For instance, landslide propagation does not depend on fully similar parameters when 
small and large. 

 
has been replaced by: 
 

For instance, landslide propagation does not critically depend on the same parameters 
when small or large. 
 

 
Page 5, lines 15-16: “some instances […] sometimes” remove “sometimes” 
 
Done 
 
Page 5, line 17: “are not against” this reads awkward. Perhaps reword like “[…] based on 
observations by Mège and Bourgeois (2011) it is not possible to exclude” 
 
Done 
 
Page 7, line 3: replace “done” by “made” 
 
Done 
 
Page 11, line 15: replace “with” by “by” 
 
Done 



 
Page 18, line 9: Add comma after “displacement Dh (a)” 
 
Done 
 
Figure 6: Th caption says the fault scarps are marked by black lines, however, in the figure they are 
red. 
 
Done 
 
Page 16, line 2: “[…] graben at, e.g., Site M1” 
 
Done 
 
Table 2: The lines for Dh and Dv are offset with respect to lines for x(m) and z(m). 
 
Aligned 
 
Figure 9: On the x-axis, write site “M1”; “T4” etc. instead of just “1”, “4”, etc.  
 
Done 
 
Page 18, line 10: “intervening” reads awkward. Please try to reword. 
 
Replaced by "central" 
 
Page 19, line 4: “gravitational acceleration” 
 
Done 
 
Page 19, line 14: replace “much deep” with just “deep” 
 
Done 
 
Page 21, Table 3, 1st line: “ex” is offset with respect to the other columns. 
 
Aligned 
 
Page 21, line 13: “does not carry an indication” (insert “an”) 
 
 
Done 
 
Page 21, line 14: “scarps” (plural) 
 
Done 
 
 

References 
 



Despite this is already a revised version, there are many flaws in the reference list. I recommend a 
thorough double-checking of the entire list. Some mistakes that I could find: 
 
These corrections were done, as well as may others (as can be seen in the revised manuscript with 
revision marks). 
 
Page 22, line 27: 1935-2017 (insert dash) 
 
Page 23, line 7: Provide full page range (4067–4091) 
 
Page 23, line 13: The author name is “Sutton”, not “Suton” 
 
Page 23, line 23: Geomorphology (typo) 
 
Page 24, line 12: Superscript “10” before “Be” 
 
Page 24, line 13: Insert line break before “Howard” (=next reference) 
 
Page 25, line 3: The author name is Dromart, not Dromard 
 
Page 26, line 7: It should be “sackung”, not “sacking” 
 
Page 26, line 9: I think “Würmian” should be capitalized. 
 
Page 26, lines 25-26: The correct title is “Ancient groundwater flow in the Valles Marineris on Mars 
inferred from fault trace ridges”, and the page range is 181-183. 
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Abstract. Some of the most spectacular instances of deep-seated gravitational slope deformation (DSGSD) are found on Mars 15 

in the Valles Marineris region. They provide an excellent opportunity to study DSGSD phenomenology using a scaling 

approach. The topography of selected DSGSD scarps in Valles Marineris and in the Tatra Mountains is investigated after their 

likely similar postglacial origin is established. The deformed Martian ridges are larger than the deformed terrestrial ridges by 

one to two orders of magnitude, with however a similar height-to-width ratio, ~0.24. The measured horizontal spreading 

perpendicular to the ridges is proportionally 1.8 to 2.6 times larger for the Valles Marineris ridges than the Tatra Mountains, 20 

and vertically, 2.9 to 5.1 times, suggesting that starting from two different initial conditions, with steeper slopes in Valles 

Marineris, the final ridge geometry is now similar. Because DSGSD is expected to be now inactive in both regions, their 

comparison suggests that whatever the initial ridge morphology, DSGSD proceeds until a mature profile is attained. Fault 

displacements are therefore much larger on Mars. The large offsets imply reactivation of the DSGSD fault scarps in Valles 

Marineris, whereas single seismic events would be enough to generate DSGSD fault scarps in the Tatra Mountains. The 25 

required longer activity of the Martian faults may be correlated with a long succession of climate cycles generated by the 

unstable Martians obliquity. In spite of similar global geometry today, the studied ridges on Mars and Earth affected by DSGSD 

did not start from similar initial conditions and did not follow the same structural evolution. 



2 

 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Deep-seated gravitational slope deformation 

Deep-seated gravitational slope deformation (DSGSD) is a slow process that deforms mountain ridges, usually as a paraglacial 

process (e.g., Mège and Bourgeois, 2011) that is readily identified by uphill-facing normal fault scarps in the upper part of 

ridge slopes, resulting in ridge-top splitting and summital valley development. DSGSD occurred in Valles Marineris, Mars, 5 

where it has been featured, though not analysed, on the earliest Viking images (Blasius et al., 1977), and identified as such 

much later (Peulvast et al., 2001). It is apparent at a glance that the scarp size is much larger on Mars than on Earth, but also 

that this difference scales with ridge size: much larger ridges have much higher scarps. This conforms to intuition, but there is 

no obvious explanation for this. Intuition suggests a simple scaling law according to which larger ridges have a similar number 

of scarps than smaller ridges, but showing larger offsets, but why would extensional strain at larger ridges not be distributed 10 

over a larger number of scarps than for smaller ridges, with similar offsets? This question has been the trigger for this work, 

which quantifies this intriguing difference in DSGSD scarp height on Earth and Mars, and explores some implications. 

 

In DSGSD, eExtension at the upper part of the ridge, in the absence of catastrophic slope failure, is associated with other 

deformation of the lower part of the ridge.results in In many instances it takes form ofin compressive bulging (e.g., Radbruch-15 

Hall et al., 1976; Beget, 1985; Savage and Varnes, 1987; Chigira, 1992; Reitner et al., 1993; Ambrosi and Crosta, 2006; 

Hippolyte et al., 2006; Discenza et al., 2011). In some cases, the slope is observed to be overthrusting the valley (Mahr, 1977; 

Guerricchio and Melidoro, 1979; Bachman et al., 2009; Savage and Varnes, 1987), which suggests that a décollement may 

connect the faults in the upper part of the slope with displacement at the bottom of the slope. Such décollements are more 

frequently inferred than observed in the field, and in some cases there is evidence that fault slip in the upper part of the slope 20 

is not connected by a continuous plane to the lower slope, and displacement in the ridge may be more diffuse, for instance due 

to the presence of shales  (Radbruch-Hall et al., 1976; Beget, 1985; Hürlimann et al., 2006). In some other instances, the bottom 

of the slope is not deformed and the extension in the upper part of the ridge is absorbed within the ridge, the density of which 

is locally increased (Discenza et al., 2011), possibly by crushing (Beck, 1968; Mahr, 1977). Makowska et al. (2016) found that 

in homogeneous rock indeed, DSGSD in the upper part of the slope and at the bottom are disconnected, and that an internal 25 

core of intensely deformed rock underlies the uphill-facing scarps developed in the upper part of the slope.  

In this work we cannot explicitly take lower ridge deformation into account, if any, due to systematic blanketing of basal ridge 

bedrock structure by a huge debris slope; nevertheless, the corresponding horizontal deformation that would result is accounted 

for implicitly by considering measurement of total ridge width where DSGSD is observed and where it is not. 

Such deformation has been reported on bedrock hillslopes in Valles Marineris on Mars (Mège and Bourgeois, 2011), but at 30 

the scale that is much larger than on Earth. For instance, ridge-top splitting on Earth generates scarps that rarely exceed metres 

in height, whereas on Mars, a quick look at digital elevation models shows that scarps are tens to hundreds of metres are not 

rare. This work quantifies this intriguing difference and explores some implications. 
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1.2 The dissected Valles Marineris hillslopes  

The Valles Marineris bedrock hillslopes show a dissected, "spur-and-gully" morphology at a glance similar to the morphology 

of alpine mountains, locally degraded at the first order into tributary canyons and huge landslides (Lucchitta, 1978; Patton, 

1991; Lucchitta et al., 1992). Spur-and-gully dissection has taken the form of subparallel, digitate spurs separated by gullies 

covered by long slope deposits (Lucchitta, 1978; Howard, 1989). The upper parts of the slopes are steeper than the lower parts 5 

(Lucchitta, 1978). The latter are covered by talus of material accumulated at the angle-of-repose (Patton, 1981). The spurs are 

usually perpendicular to the slope; however, in some areas, their oblique orientation relative to chasma trend suggests structural 

control by vertical fractures oblique to the troughs that must be tens of kilometres long (Sharp 1973; Blasius et al., 1977).  

High resolution image data available since the early 2000's have revealed that outside these tributary canyons and huge 

landslides, the dissected, pristine morphology shows a variety of smaller-scale geomorphological features which are familiar 10 

to mountain geomorphologists, with the association or superimposition of a rich variety of landforms controlled by mountain 

permafrost degradation, fluvial erosion, talus development, and gravity (Mège and Bourgeois, 2011; Gourronc et al., 2014; 

Dębniak et al., 2017). The difference with alpine mountain geomorphology on Earth is therefore not that much a matter of 

morphological details; it rather lies in the size of the landsystems. In the main troughs, the height of the Valles Marineris slopes 

is several kilometres, and up to 9 km, whereas typical mountain slopes on Earth are hundreds of metres to a few kilometres 15 

high. 

1.3 Deep-seated gravitational slope deformation in Valles Marineris 

This work focuses on a series of morphotectonic features observed along Valles Marineris walls displaying the spur-and-gully 

morphology, including uphill-facing normal faults scarps and crestal grabens. Such features are systematically observed when 

spur-and-gully dissection occurs on internal ridges within the main Valles Marineris chasmata. They denote extensional 20 

tectonics, but boundary forces that result in crustal “rifting” are unlikely to be the cause of this deformation even though rifting 

is frequently considered to have been a major contributor to the formation of some of the main Valles Marineris chasmata 

(e.g., Masson, 1977; Frey, 1979; Schultz, 1991, 1995a, 1998; Mège and Masson, 1996a, 1996b; Peulvast et al., 2001; Mège et 

al., 2017). One of the main reasons is that uphill-facing scarps and crestal grabens have not been reported to have formed in 

terrestrial rift zones on Earth nor are they expected to form in experimental models (e.g., Corti, 2012 for the East African Rift 25 

System). In extreme cases, when crustal stretching has been on the order of hundreds of percent, cracking and normal faulting 

is pervasive in horsts as much as in grabens (Angelier and Colletta; 1983), which has certainly not been the case in Valles 

Marineris (e.g. Schultz 1991, 1995a; Mège and Masson 1996b; Mège et al. 2003; Andrews-Hanna, 2012). 

Another reason is that when the basal ridge slope topography can be accurately studied (i.e. not mantled by debris aprons), 

normal faulting on the ridge crest and slopes appears to be counterbalanced by basal slope bulging (Mège and Bourgeois, 30 

2011). Ridge-top splitting has been interpreted by Lucchitta et al. (1992) and Treiman (2008) as crustal zones strengthened by 

dyke intrusion or cemented by central fractures. Arguing that such a fracture origin is not well documented on Earth either, 
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Mège and Bourgeois (2011), Kromuszczyńska et al. (2012) and Gourronc et al. (2014) interpreted these features as an effect 

of DSGSD. Uphill-facing normal faulting and crestal extensional deformation is indeed well documented on Earth in areas of 

DSGSD. . In most described terrestrial instances, such as in the Alps of Europe, Japan, New Zealand, and the Andes, where 

DSGSD has been described in mountain ridges glaciated during the Quaternary (see a review in the supplementary material of 

Mège and Bourgeois, 2011), Such a postglacial context, in the Valles Marineris case, is adapted to the recently identified and 5 

widespread glacial landsystem (Gourronc et al., 2014; Mège et al., 2017; Dębniak et al., 2017), is also in agreement with 

expected slope deformation in this context (Makowska et al., 2016), and additionally provides a good framework (Mège and 

Bourgeois, 2011; Cull et al., 2014) to understand the detected mineralogical occurrences as from CRISM (Roach et al., 2010; 

Cull et al., 2014). Postglacial deformation, as far as DSGSD is concerned, includes the paraglacial response of rock slopes to 

changing stress conditions after glacier retreat, (e.g., Ballantyne, 2002), i.e. hillslope debuttressing, but also some longer term 10 

deformation made possible or facilitated by slope debuttressing. This includes upslope migration of stress release, and 

postglacial water flow, pressure variations and subcritical failure occurring for instance within the framework of the geologic 

response to climate cyclicity (Pánek et al., 2017). 

In this work, we will therefore assume that DSGSD is the most likely origin for the uphill-facing scarps and crestal grabens 

observed on the slopes of the Valles Marineris spur-and-gully ridges. We also consider that a postglacial origin is likely (Mège 15 

and Bourgeois, 2011; Gourronc et al., 2014), given its consistency and adaptation to the evidence of a widespread Valles 

Marineris glacial landsystem subject to short-period climatic variations (Laskar et al., 2004; Levrard et al., 2004) under which 

additional slope morphologies may develop (e.g., Quantin et al. 2005; Chojnacki et al., 2016). 

1.4 Scaling of processes involved in deep-seated gravitational slope deformation 

Some gravity processes do not similarly develop at different scales. For instance, landslide propagation does not critically 20 

depend on fully similar the same parameters when small and or large. Landslides that are small with respect to mountain size 

are influenced by the surrounding mountainous topography, the first effect of which being the development of an inclined 

transport channel that overlies an accumulation of debris on a less inclined slope. An example is the Thurwieser landslide in 

the central Alps (e.g., Sosio et al., 2008). For landslides that involve a large fraction of the mountain slope, the deposits spread 

in the nearly flat valley or plain downstream, such as in the case of the Socompa rock avalanche in Chile (e.g., Kelfoun and 25 

Druitt, 2005), the Blackhawk landslide in California, United States  (e.g., Shreve, 1987), and the Frank rock slide in Alberta, 

Canada (e.g., Daly et al., 1912). Although similar at first order, landslide propagation is not controlled by the same parameters 

because the landslide slope is different. It was shown that landslide volume is one of the factors that control landslide 

propagation (McEwen, 1989; Lucas et al., 2014; Johnson and Campbell, 2017) when the slope angle of the propagation plane 

is steeper than ca. 20º (Farin et al.; 2014; Borykov et al., submitted), whereas it has no influence for more gentle slopes. 30 

This dependency of landslide propagation on slope, and indirectly on volume (and friction), initially identified on laboratory 

experiments (Farin et al., 2014), could be adequately documented by natural examples thanks to some very large Martian 

landslides (Johnson and Campbell, 2017; Borykov et al., submitted), much larger than any terrestrial landslide, which help 
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populate the landslide dataset for voluminous landslides that propagate on nearly flat surfaces. Similar to landslides, DSGSD 

occurs on mountain slopes that are much smaller on Earth than on Mars, and at the first order, their origin may be similar. 

However, like in the case of landslides, the difference in scale may be associated with differences in controlling parameters. 

We will not answer this complex question in this work, but instead provide quantitative information that may help in future 

works aiming at constraining the parameters that control DSGSD over a broad range of sizes. 5 

1.5 Scaling with the Tatra Mountains 

We compare DSGSD in Valles Marineris with DSGSD in the Tatra Mountains in Slovakia and Poland (Fig. 1), a historic 

region of DSGSD investigations (Jahn, 1964; Nemčok, 1972; Mahr, 1977). Investigating this potential analogue area is 

motivated both by some similarity in DSGSD development conditions, and easy field access. 

DSGSD develops independent of the structure and lithology of the topographic ridge, although major strength contrasts affect 10 

the strain field and therefore the expected observed deformation (e.g., Makowska et al., 2016). Such contrasts may be provided 

by weak/strong rock contrasts and major faults. In Valles Marineris, the upper part of the slopes are thought to be volcanic, 

akin to trap series (McEwen et al., 1999. Beyer and McEwen, 2005), with thin lava layering in which jointing is pervasive. 

This level may be viewed as a typical homogeneous rock mass (Hoek, 1983; Schultz, 1995b). The ridge material that makes 

the lower part of the ridges is usually covered by debris slopes. Nevertheless, when they are observed they appear to be made 15 

of a massive basement rock or magmatic intrusives (Williams et al., 2003). DSGSD scarps were studied in the Tatra Mountains 

during two periods of field work. In the Tatra Mountains, tThe measured scarps are located in a granodioritic intrusive body 

(Nemčok et al., 1994). In both Valles Marineris and the studied sites of the Tatra Mountains, the role of the tectonic fabric in 

the development of the DSGSD features is therefore expected to be minor, although elsewhere in the Tatra Mountains a tectonic 

breccia level parallel to DSGSD displacement has been suspected to have influenced scarp development (Pánek et al., 2017). 20 

In the Tatra Mountains, deglaciation was ended at ~8500 B.P. (Lindner et al., 2003), and the ages obtained for DSGSD in the 

Polish and Slovakian Tatras are between 15.7-4.3 ka (Pánek et al., 2017). Some DSGSD features in the Tatra Mountains started 

soon after local deglaciation, but the influence of climatic cycles and their geological consequences, especially in terms of 

groundwater flow, pore pressure variations, and their implications for rock corrosion, is suspected to be major because in some 

instances scarp development sometimes occurred well after deglaciation. In Valles Marineris, the glacial landsystem cannot 25 

be dated with a similar accuracy, and based on observations by (Mège and Bourgeois,( 2011) are not againstit is not possible 

to exclude several or many periods of glaciations since the upper Hesperian. Martian climate instability actually favours the 

interpretation of many glaciation and deglaciation cycles, a response to incessant planetary obliquity variations (Laskar et al., 

2004). For instance, climate oscillations were shown to proceed with a rate as fast as 120,000 year per cycle in the last 10 

million years (Levrard et al., 2004). Development of DSGSD features in Valles Marineris is therefore likely to have proceeded 30 

under a long succession of contrasted environmental conditions, perhaps resulting in response to a variety of processes 

operating recurrently, operating over a very long history; both short-term processes such as ridge postglacial debuttressing, 
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and long-term evolution under the influence of liquid water in a melting thawing mountain permafrost (e.g. Noetzli and Gruber, 

2009; Huggel et al., 2013). 

DSGSD in Valles Marineris and the Tatra Mountains are probably not active anymore, being dated Hesperian to Lower 

Amazonian for Valles Marineris (Mège and Bourgeois, 2011) and before the Late Quaternary for the Tatras (Panek et al., 

2017), therefore while comparing both regions, we are comparing finite deformation in ridges assumed to be akin to 5 

homogeneous rock masses at the first order. 
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Figure 1: Location of the study sites: (a) Valles Marineris, MOLA-based shaded relief map; (b) Tatra Mountains, SRTM-based 

shaded relief map.  
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2 Data and methods 

2.1 Data 

The observations of the Valles Marineris trough system (Fig. 1a) reported here were done made using Mars Reconnaissance 

Orbiter/CTX imagery as a baseline. Higher resolution images from Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter HiRISE were used for more 

detailed research when available. For topography, the resolution of the HRSC digital elevation model (DEM) mosaic of Valles 5 

Marineris (Gwinner et al., 2009) is too coarse for this work, whereas HiRISE DEMs would be adapted but were either not 

available in the study sites, or did not cover enough surface to be used. DEMs were generated from CTX stereo pairs using 

SocetSet®, and have the appropriate vertical precision of ca. 15 m, and were used to extract topographic profiles. Nevertheless, 

some DSGSD sites (including e.g. in Ius Chasma) could not be investigated due to the poor geometry of the CTX images 

available during the lifetime of this project, which did not make possible generation of good quality DEMs. 10 

 

DSGSD scarps were studied in the Tatra Mountains during two periods of field work. Elevation data in the Tatra Mountains 

were collected using the GPS device Garmin GPSMap 62s in differential (WADGPS) and non-differential mode, as explained 

in Kromuszczyńska et al. (2016), during two field campaigns conducted in September 2012 and June 2013 in the Higher Tatra 

Mountains in Poland and Slovakia, and the Lower Tatra Mountains in Slovakia. 15 

 

2.2 Methods 

The deformation produced by DSGSD on Mars and Earth are compared by quantitative interpretation of topographic profiles. 

Profile generation and analysis is done with ArcGIS 3D Analyst. The topographic profiles are then analysed in a graphic 

software. 20 

On the basis of the DEMs (in case of Martian study sites) and field observations (in case of terrestrial study sites), as well as 

the profiles themselves, the mean local ridge slopes are identified and marked. Then, the faults cutting the profiles are located 

and marked as two lines illustrating two mean fault dip angles, α = 60º and α = 70º. The lower value corresponds to theoretical 

normal fault angles classically found in shear experiments and theory (e.g., Cloos, 1932; Anderson, 1951); the higher 

corresponds to normal fault angles that are commonly found in extensional tectonic regimes a few tens of metres below the 25 

surface (e.g., Gudmundsson, 1992), and could be similar to normal fault angles of DSGSD faults below the scarps. The 10º 

angle interval between 60° and 70° is considered as a plausible range of angular values, which cannot be retrieved from 

topography due to fault scarp erosion and debris accumulation. The trace of DSGSD scarps in map view both in Valles 

Marineris and in the Tatras sites indicate that vertical fractures play a negligible role in ridge deformation. 

Fault mechanics equations do not scale with gravity, implying that similar angles are expected on Martian rocks than in 30 

terrestrial rocks. The horizontal displacement x and vertical displacement z on DSGSD fault scarps are measured as on Fig.2. 
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Figure 2: Parameters used for calculation of vertical and horizontal displacement across (a) topographic ridge and (b) uphill-facing 

normal fault scarp. The black lines indicates pre-DSGSD ridge topography and the red lines, post-DSGSD topography. H is observed 

ridge height, L is observed rifgeridge height, α is fault dip angle, x is horizontal fault displacement, and z is vertical fault 

displacement. 5 

The measured fault displacements are scaled in a second step. This allows to compare the scarps between the 6 study sites. 

The scaled horizontal displacement is calculated by dividing the average value x̅ of horizontal fault displacement x measured 

on the ridge by the width L of the ridge: 

𝐷ℎ = �̅�/𝐿 (1) 

The scaled vertical displacement Dv is obtained by dividing the average value 𝑧̅ ̅of vertical fault displacement z measured on 10 

the ridge by the height of the ridge H:  

𝐷𝑣 = 𝑧̅̅/𝐻 (2) 

The ratio R of ridge height H to width L, or aspect ratio, of the studied ridges allows to examine the similarity in the shape of 

the ridges as observed today, after DSGSD: 

𝑅 = 𝐻/𝐿 (3) 15 

In order to compare the finite deformation of ridges, the maximum displacement found on each site is used, and is inferred 

from the maximum displacement measured along each profile: 

∆𝑥 = max(∑ 𝑥𝑝1
𝑖𝑛1

𝑖=1 , … , ∑ 𝑥𝑝𝑁
𝑖𝑛𝑁

𝑖=1 )  (4) 

and 
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∆𝑧̅ = max(∑ 𝑧̅𝑝1
𝑖 , … , ∑ 𝑧̅𝑝𝑁

𝑖𝑛𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑛1
𝑖=1 ) (5) 

where ∆𝑥 is horizontal strain and ∆𝑧̅ is vertical strain for each site, respectively, containing n scarps along a given 𝑝1, … , 𝑝𝑁 

profile. In the case of ∆𝑧̅, the profiles from a single ridge slope are taken into account in order to avoid vertical displacement 

duplication. 

In terms of strain, the maximum strain found on each site is: 5 

𝜀𝑥 = ∆𝑥/𝐿 (6) 

and 

𝜀𝑧 = −∆𝑧̅/𝐻 (7) 

3 Study sites 

Three sites with clearly visible DSGSD features were selected in Valles Marineris, M1 to M3, based on DEM generation 10 

possibility, and three in the Tatra Mountains, T1 to T3 (Table 1). 

 

Site ID Site name Coordinates (central point) H (m) L (m) R 

M1 Coprates Montes 67º54'W; 12º18'S 5 500 22 000 0.25 

M2 (a) Melas-Candor ridge 73º55'W; 8º00'S 5 000 56 000 0.08 

M2 (b) Melas-Candor ridge 73º55'W; 8º00'S 5 000 30 000 0.25 

M3 Candor-Ophir ridge 73º25'W; 4º56'S 5 700 35 000 0.18 

T1 Jamnícke sedlo 19º46'06''E; 49º12'02''N 250 900 0.28 

T2 Veľká Garajova kopa 19º58'37''E; 49º12'05''N 200 750 0.27 

T3 Ornak 19º50'11''E; 49º12'33''N 420 2 200 0.19 

Table 1: Ridge location and parameters in the three Valles Marineris sites and the three Tatra sites. The reason for distinguishing 

between 2(a) and 2(b) is given in the Section 4. 

3.1 Valles Marineris  15 

Study Site M1 is located in the westernmost part of Coprates Montes, in Coprates Chasma (Fig. 3a). DSGSD there takes a 

form of crestal graben, and uphill-facing normal fault scarps on the northern side of the ridge. The western and eastern parts 

of the first study site are separated by a 26 km wide landslide alcove, with a scar aligned on both sides with the scarps of 
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DSGSD crestal graben. Site M2 is the ridge separating Melas and Candor chasmata (Fig. 3b). Eastward, the ridge splits at the 

middle and lowers eastward almost down to the chasma floor, interpreted as a consequence of increased crestal extension by 

Mège and Bourgeois (2011), then reinterpreted as a glacial valley developed along a former crestal graben by Gourronc et al. 

(2014). Uphill-facing normal fault scarps developed on both ridge sides. Site M3 is a ridge located between Candor and Ophir 

chasmata (Fig. 3c). DSGSD features are represented by distinct crestal graben, which cause the ridge-top to split. On the slopes 5 

uphill-facing normal fault scarps are slightly visible. The global ridge parameters are given in Table 1.  
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Fig. 3. Martian study sites. White dot indicates landmark for easier site localisation, with coordinates in the Mars Sphere datum. (a) 

Site M1: Coprates Montes. DSGSD is observed on the ridge on both sides of the landslide. Landmark is at 11°52'29.3"S, 

68°19'44.1"W; (b) Site M2: Melas-Candor boundary ridge. Landmark is at 8°29'4.9"S, 72°36'25.1"W; (c) Site M3: Candor-Ophir 

boundary ridge. Landmark is at 4°46'33.6"S, 73°45'57.8"W. The boxes locates the areas where the profiles were measured (Fig. 6). 

Arrows indicate DSGSD scarps. MRO/CTX mosaic draped on Mars Express/HRSC topography.  5 

3.2 Tatra Mountains  

Sites T1 and T2 are located in the Slovakian Tatra Mountains, and Site T3 in the Polish Tatras. Site T2 (Fig. 4a) contains 

DSGSD features on a ridge east of Jamnícke Sedlo and Ostrý Roháč summit. A few uphill-facing normal faults scarps cut the 

ridge on its both slopes. The crest is wide and clearly reworked by DSGSD activity. The height of individual scarps reaches 

up to 5-10 m. Site T2 (Fig. 4b) is a ridge west of Veľká Garajova Kopa on the way to Veľká Kopa. In the west, DSGSD 10 

features express as uphill-facing normal fault scarps distributed over the whole slope and associated with soil creep. In the 

east, the crest becomes narrower, uphill-facing normal fault scarps are restricted to close to the crest, and ridge-top splitting 

occurs by way of fresh, 20-cm wide tension fractures. In this area, a few uphill-facing normal faults scarps cut the ridge on 

both sides. The crest is wide and clearly reworked by DSGSD activity. The height of the scarps reaches 5-10 m. Site T3 (Fig. 

4c) includes DSGSD features on the ridge south of the Ornak summit. The ridge has a wide crest cut with by a series of normal 15 

faults on both sides that generated high uphill-facing scarps. The height of the highest scarps exceeds 10 m. 

4 Results 

4.1 Fault displacement observed along topographic profiles 

On Mars, measurements were done along 11 topographic profiles in Site M1 (Fig. 6a). In sites M2 and M3, 5 and 6 profiles 

were used, respectively (Fig. 6b-c). On Earth, 9 profiles were obtained in Site T1 and 13 in sites T2 and T3 (Fig. 7a-c). Profiling 20 

perpendicular to the ridges was conducted along crest lines, resulting in broken profile traces, and along straight lines. In a 

given site, these two methods yielded similar results. As examples, profiles following spur-and gully crest lines are provided 

for the sites M1 and M3. All the fault displacement measurements are provided as tables in Supplementary Material 1. 
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Figure 4: Tatra study sites and location of field photographs (Figure 5). Lines are fault scarps, dashes indicate the downthrown 

block. For better readability, or where the scarp orientation is not well defined they are not always drawn. White dot indicates 

landmark for easier site localisation, with coordinates using the WGS84 datum. (a) Site T1, east from Jamnícke Sedlo. Landmark is 

at 49°12'04.5"N, 19°45'48.0"E; (b) Site T2: a ridge west of Veľká Garajova Kopa. Landmark is at 49°12'09.0"N, 19°58'59.0"E; (c) 5 
Site T3: ridge south from Ornak. Landmark is at 49°12'46.5"N, 19°50'08.5"E. Imagery is from ESRI World Imagery; contours are 

extracted from ASTER GDEM. ASTER GDEM is a product of METI and NASA.  
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Figure 5: Field photographs of the Tatra sites (located on Figure 4): (a) Site T1; (b) Site T2; (c) Site T3. Arrows indicate some of the 

DSGSD scarps. 
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Figure 6: Martian sites, location of the analysed fault scarps (blackred), CTX DEM (white boxes) and profiles (numbered white 

lines) used for fault displacement analysis. (a) Site M1; (b) Site M2; (c) Site M3. MRO/CTX mosaics realised with JMARS.  
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Fig. 7. Terrestrial sites, location of the profiles. (a) Site T1, across a crest line east from Jamnícke Sedlo; (b) Site T2, the ridge west 

from Veľká Garajova Kopa; (c) Site T3, a ridge south from Ornak. GoogleTM Earth; 2015 CNES/Astrium. 
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Two interpretations have been done of the central valley of Site M2, which have implications for DSGSD measurement. If it 

is a central graben similar to the central graben in at, e.g., Site M1 that underwent further extension, as interpreted by Mège 

and Bourgeois (2011), the valley depth is a proxy to the crestal graben height. Alternatively, if it is a glacial valley (Gourronc 

et al., 2014), then there is no crestal graben observed. In that case, it is likely that a crestal graben of unknown depth existed, 

and guided the orientation of the glacial valley before being fully ablated. For this reason, profiles for Site M2 consider two 5 

options: one with 6 normal fault scarps (consistent with Mège and Bourgeois, 2011), and one with the 3 southernmost and the 

northernmost scarps only (consistent with Gourronc et al., 2014). Both options represent end-members in which DSGSD in 

the site is maximised and minimised.  

In the Tatra Mountains, the profiles were recorded along straight profiles, except in a few cases where vegetation made 

necessary deflection of the walking path, with a measured vertical precision of 40 cm (Kromuszczyńska et al., 2016).  10 

Examples of interpreted profiles are given on Fig. 8. Supplementary Material 2 includes all the profiles. In sites M1 and M3, 

the largest displacements are found to have occurred along crestal graben faults. The mean measured displacements are 

reported in Table 2. 

 

Figure 8a: Reconstruction Determination of fault traces (continuous lines) from topographic slope around fault (dotted line) 15 
measured at the three Martian study sites, assuming fault dips of 60° (red) and 70° (blue). 
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J  

Fig. 8b. Reconstruction Determination (dotted lines) of fault traces (continuous lines) measured at the three Tatra study sites, 

assuming fault dips of 60° (red) and 70° (blue). 

 

 5 

Site ID 
x̅ (m) 𝑧̅ ̅(m) 𝐷ℎ 𝐷𝑣 

α = 60° α = 70° α = 60° α = 70° α = 60° α = 70° α = 60° α = 70° 

M1  174 115 307 323 0.008 0.005 0.056 0.059 

M2(a)  569 383 952 1022 0.010 0.007 0.190 0.204 

M2(b)  421 289 726 794 0.008 0.006 0.158 0.173 

M3  312 214 538 584 0.009 0.006 0.094 0.102 

T1  4.5 3.1 7.9 8.5 0.005 0.003 0.032 0.034 

T2 2.3 1.6 3.9 4.3 0.003 0.002 0.020 0.022 

T3 6.5 4.4 10.3 11.1 0.003 0.002 0.025 0.026 

Table 2. Mean horizontal and vertical displacements, in meters and scaled, at the six study sites. M2(a) assumes that the central 

valley in Site M2 is of purely DSGSD origin, whereas M2(b) assumes that the central valley has a purely glacial origin.  

Formatted Table
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4.2 Fault displacement scaling with ridge dimensions  

The scaled displacements are presented on Table 2 and graphically on Fig. 9. Although displacement along the fault scarps are 

two orders higher on Mars than on Earth, once scaled to ridge dimensions (eqs. 1 and 2), this difference becomes much less 

prominent (Fig. 9a-b). Dh for the Valles Marineris sites (0.005–0.010) is 2 to 2.6  times the values for the Tatras sites (0.002–

0.005) only. Due to the steepness of normal faults, this difference is larger vertically, with Dv 2.6 to 5.1 larger for Valles 5 

Marineris (0.056–0.204) than for the Tatra Mountains (0.20–0.34). 

 

 

Figure 9: Scaled horizontal displacement Dh (a), scaled vertical displacement Dv (b), and height to width ratios R (c) in the study 

sites. For Site M2, two end-members fault displacement interpretations of the Melas Chasma - Candor Chasma intervening central 10 
depression are given: option (a) corresponds to the fully tectonic interpretation proposed by Mège and Bourgeois (2011) and option 

(b) to a mixed tectonic/glacial interpretation (Gourronc et al., 2014). Dashed line in 9c indicates the average height-to-width ratio 

when the option (b) of site M2 is considered.  
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In Site M2, Dv is much higher than in the other Valles Marineris sites, whatever the interpretation of the morphology (Fig. 9b, 

Site M2a or M2b). This is interpreted as a consequence of glacial abrasion of the highest part of the ridge, as discussed in 

Section 5.2. Dv is therefore overestimated by an unknown amount. 

Why is DSGSD fault displacement on Mars of the same order as on Earth once scaled? The smaller gravitationaly acceleration 

at the surface of Mars (3.71 m·s-2) than at the surface of Earth (9.81 m·s-2) tends to increase the stability of Martian topographic 5 

ridges compared to terrestrial ridges having similar height and slope angles (Makowska et al., 2016). Conversely, the much 

more voluminous ridges on Mars tend to build a higher gravitational potential, and make Martian ridges more deformable. 

These results show that both effects tend to compensate.  

Discussion 

5.1 Fault strain distribution  10 

The very large fault offsets measured on individual faults in Valles Marineris require cumulated events (e.g., Fossen, 2010, p. 

172–174). The gradual dominance of slip along master faults with deformation time in a given fault set, at the expense of small 

faults, is a consequence of fault linkage with growing deformation (Cartwright et al., 1995). Because DSGSD is observed at 

the surface and does not extend much deep below the base level of the deforming ridge (e.g., Makowska et al., 2016), the 

normal stress is small, which makes stable sliding more likely than stick-slip sliding (Marone and Scholz, 1988). Larger fault 15 

slip in Valles Marineris is therefore made possible by plastic ridge deformation over a time span longer than the deformation 

time of the Tatra Mountains ridges. The valley glaciers expected to have occupied Valles Marineris chasmata floors are larger 

than the valley glaciers in the Tatra Mountains by at least two orders (Mège and Bourgeois, 2011; Gourronc et al., 2014), ridge 

slope deglaciation may have taken a long time, promoting long-lasting fault slip during DSGSD. Furthermore, the chaotic 

orbital obliquity regime of Mars (Laskar et al. 2004) makes realistic a very large number of glaciation and deglaciation cycles 20 

in Valles Marineris throughout the history of Mars, and as many glacier advance and retreat cycles generating incremental 

DSGSD-induced fault displacements. In contrast, the paraglacial structures in the Tatra Mountains are not expected to be older 

than 400 ka (Lindner et al., 2003). Clay gouge infilling (Treiman, 2008) of possible pre-existing fractures along the ridges 

inherited from the formation of Valles Marineris (Schultz, 1995a; Mège and Masson, 1996a, 1996b) may have also promoted 

stable sliding (Fossen, 2010) under the new glacial loading conditions.  25 

5.2 DSGSD dependency on ridge scale  

The ridge aspect ratio R (eq. 3) is constant for all or most of the ridges (depending in which situation, 2a or 2b, is the Melas-

Candor ridge, as discussed below). Considering that all the ridges are now inactive, it follows that in spite of the different scale, 

they attained  a similar final stage, making R an estimate of DSGSD maturity de facto, with R=0.24 (Figure 8c) for a mature 

ridge. The range of R is narrow (0.18–0.29) for Earth and Mars if the glacial valley at Site M2 is fully erosional (Fig. 8c, Site 30 

M2b), as interpreted by Gourronc et al. (2014). R values are much more scattered (0.08–0.29) and unusual compared with the 
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two other Martian sites if the central valley in Site M2 is of DSGSD origin only (Fig. 8c, Site M2a), as interpreted by Mège 

and Bourgeois (2011). Here, for the following reason we favour Gourronc et al. (2014), which results in a nearly constant value 

of R for all the studies ridges. 

Geomorphologic analysis of the Candor-Melas ridge shows that the erosional processes that shaped the northern side of the 

ridge are distinct for the processes that generates the spur-and-gully morphology on the southern side. Mège and Bourgeois 5 

(2011) found this unusual but did not succeed in interpreting it further than an advanced stage of DSGSD. The northern side 

of the ridge was taken as an unusual example of extreme development of DSGSD. Three years after, the same group 

reinterpreted the chasmata around this feature as part of a huge glacial landsystem, based on many and widespread 

geomorphological observations (Gourronc et al., 2014). Within the framework of a regional glacial landsystem, the northern 

side of the Melas-Candor ridge would naturally form by glacial erosion proceeding eastwards from a narrow graben located 10 

west of the ridge crest. The graben would widen and deepen, eventually resulting in a structurally controlled U-shaped valley 

and abrasion and the ridge crest. MegeMège and Bourgeois (2001) had therefore hypothesized (2a) whereas Gourronc et al. 

(2014) corrected this view by proposing (2b). Interpretation (2a) is therefore still considered, although we now favour our more 

recent interpretation (2b). 

An implication of favouring interpretation (2b) is that the range of the difference between scaled horizontal and scaled vertical 15 

displacements for the studied Martian and terrestrial instances, already estimated in Section 4.2 from Table 2, is refined to 1.8–

2.6 for Dh and 2.9–5.1 for Dv. 

An implication of the similar aspect ratio of all the profiles is that DSGSD has evolved from initial geometries that may have 

been different but eventually converged toward a common final and stable shape, in which the ridge aspect ratio is ~0.24. 

DSGSD therefore tends to stop to a stabilised state that is not scale dependent.  20 

5.3 Initial ridge geometries  

Analysis of the cumulated fault displacements (Table 3) can be used to retrieve information on the initial ridge geometries. 

The total horizontal extension (eq. 4) and vertical contraction (eq. 5) in the Tatras ridges is of the order of tens of meters, 

corresponding to total horizontal elongation (eq. 6) and vertical shortening (eq. 7) of 0.8 – 1.2% horizontally and 8.6 – 16% 

vertically. In Valles Marineris, deformation is two orders larger, with total horizontal elongation 2 – 7% and vertical shortening 25 

of 21 – 52%. The proportionally larger deformation in Valles Marineris than in the Tatras, in spite of similar ridge aspect ratio, 

suggests that DSGSD evolved to its finite stage from an initially different aspect ratio. The collected measurements therefore 

supports the proposition made in Section 5.2 that the R parameter may measure ridge maturity. 
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Site ID 

Δx (m) Δz (m) 𝜀x 𝜀z 
α = 60° α = 70° α = 60° α = 70° α = 60° α = 70° α = 60° α = 70° 

M1 1250 840 1740 1790 0.06 0.04 -0.32 -0.33 

M2(a) 3670 2480 3980 4240 0.07 0.04 -0.80 -0.85 

M2(b) 1370 940 2350 2580 0.05 0.03 -0.47 -0.52 

M3 1250 840 1220 1350 0.04 0.02 -0.21 -0.24 

T1 16.4 10.9 28.2 29.9 0.02 0.01 -0.11 -0.12 

T2 15.6 11.5 27.2 31.4 0.02 0.02 -0.14 -0.16 

T3 26 18 36 38 0.012 0.008 -0.086 -0.090 

Table 3: Ridge deformation in response to DSGSD in Valles Marineris and the Tatra Mountains. Δx: cumulated horizontal ridge 

elongation; Δz: cumulated vertical shortening; 𝜀𝑥: horizontal strain (horizontal displacement normalized to ridge width in Table 1); 

𝜀𝑧̅: vertical strain (vertical displacement normalized to ridge height), respectively. Elongation is positive and shortening is negative. 

2(a) assumes that the central valley in Site 2 is of purely DSGSD origin, whereas 2(b) assumes that the central valley has a purely 5 
glacial origin. Hypothesis (b) is considered to be more likely (see Section 5.2). 

Conclusion 

The ridges displaying DSGSD features in Valles Marineris are larger than the ridges displaying DSGSD in the Tatra Mountains 

by one order. In both regions, DSGSD is thought to have come to an end. Their aspect ratio (height/width) is similar, ~0.24 

(Table 1). However, proportionally, horizontal displacement of the Valles Marineris ridges is three times higher than at the 10 

Tatra Mountains ridges, implying that the initial slopes of the Valles Marineris ridges were higher than those of the Tatras 

ridges. It may be suggested that on the one hand, the maturity or immaturity (instability) of ridges affected by DSGSD may be 

inferred from their aspect ratio. On the other hand, this final, stabilised ridge geometry does not carry an indication on the 

initial shape of the ridge itself, an information that may be retrieved only by collecting information from individual DSGSD 

scarps.. 15 

Individual fault displacements across DSGSD scarps in the Tatra Mountains are similar to fault displacement in most DSGSD 

sites on Earth (see references in the Supplementary Table 1 of Mège and Bourgeois, 2011), suggesting that this conclusion 

may be extrapolated to other regions. Nevertheless, similar analyses need to be conducted in other ridges affected by DSGSD, 

formed in post-glacial as well as non-postglacial conditions, both inactive and active, before general conclusions can be drawn. 

DSGSD in the Tatra Mountains and Valles Marineris sites studied here occurred in rocks that at the first order may be 20 

considered as initially mechanically homogeneous. Rheological contrasts such as provided by lithologic contrasts or tectonic 

fabric may however be critical parameters in the control of the geometry of a ridge subject to DSGSD (e.g., Makowska et al., 

2016), and its evolution. The conclusions drawn here will probably be modified if the ridge structure departs too much from 

the homogeneous rock mass assumed here. 

Basal ridge deformation in response to gravitational spreading of the upper part of the ridge was not explicitly considered in 25 

this work. Its characterisation is usually complicated by the incision and accumulation processes that commonly affect basal 

slopes. Basal deformation is however implicitly included in the ridge aspect ratio. 

Formatted Table
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Fault displacement homothety implies that fault growth in both regions may not have been similar. Fault growth in the Tatras 

is consistent with single seismic events (yet to be formally identified in the field) for each scarp, whereas many events are 

required to explain the large offsets measured across the Valles Marineris DSGSD fault scarps. Fault reactivation may have 

occurred as a geologic response to the long succession of glacial/interglacial cycles expected to have occurred throughout the 

history of Mars from celestial mechanics (Laskar et al., 2004) and in particular, in Valles Marineris (Laskar et al., 2004; Mège 5 

and Bourgeois, 2011; Gourronc et al., 2014). In summary, although currently of globally similar geometry, the ridges affected 

by DSGSD in Valles Marineris and in the selected sites of the Tatra Mountains did not have the same initial conditions, nor is 

their structural evolution similar. 

 

Supplementary material 10 

Supplementary Material 1: Fault scarp measurement data for the six study sites. 

Supplementary Material 2: Extensive set of topographic profiles for the six study sites. 
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